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Article:

Cassini Huygens - Kiss the Space Goodbye
By John Ray Cabrera

Saturn, lakes of methane on Titan, jets of
water erupting from Enceladus.
Not only does it gave us a pristine view on
the Saturn’s rings, an environmental
process that is believed to have been the
same model at how our Solar Systems
formed, it also stretched our
understanding on how the life could have
possible existed in the universe,

September 15, 2017 - It was the day of the
reckoning and heartfelt goodbye as one of
the formidable space craft mankind has ever
created and relied upon will crash into Saturn
for its final voyage.
It was a $4 billion project at a 100% success
rate.
NASA, the prime operator of such
undertaking, had no other choice but to let
the space probe go, as it is already running at
a nearly depleted fuel. In fact, it was running
beyond its threshold for many years, and it has
stretched its commission lifecycle beyond its
terminal point, and even beyond its mission.

For the past several months, Cassini has
made 22 orbits in and out of the region
between Saturn and its rings, a place
where no spacecraft has gone before.
There, Cassini made the careful
measurements needed to assess the mass
of the rings and ultimately determine their
age.
And yet’ it left some voids on other
mysteries of Saturn.
And for some people, it was a bittersweet
goodbye and tribute, most by wearing
NASA clothing apparels. So here is mine:

And so it kisses the space goodbye during its
final voyage at a Saturn’s atmosphere,
something that no one had reached before.
And as a final state, while going into Saturn, it
still embodies its investigative prowess by
capturing the atmosphere and determining
the chemical compounds in it.
Cassini has made discoveries that changed
mankind’s understanding of its nearby
celestial neighbours and of the entire cosmos.
The spacecraft discovered the moons around
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All images featured in the article are derived from http-//cdn.sci-news.com and John Ray Cabrera.

Final Voyage, final StatiSticS

As Cassini plunged past Saturn, the spacecraft collected some incredibly rich and
valuable information that was too risky to obtain earlier in the mission:
• The spacecraft made detailed maps of Saturn's gravity and magnetic fields,
revealing how the planet is arranged internally, and possibly helping to solve the
irksome mystery of just how fast Saturn is rotating.
• The final dives vastly improved our knowledge of how much material is in the rings,
bringing us closer to understanding their origins.
• Cassini's particle detectors sampled icy ring particles being funneled into the
atmosphere by Saturn's magnetic field.
• Its cameras took amazing, ultra-close images of Saturn's rings and clouds.
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Cassini Effect: How mankind
benefits from it

All images featured in the article are owned by http-//artbook.com.vn.
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Article:
Stargazing Session:

Recommended
Astronomy
Cloud Fest
Event Books
James
Ty
bybyJohn
RayKevin
Cabrera
other sponsor partners celebrated Cloud
Fest Fun Run at SM By The Bay last August
27, 2017. Members who attended were
ALP President James Kevin Ty, wife Charito
and son Kendrick Cole KC Ty, Treasurer
Andrew Ian Chan, Secretary Christopher
Louie Lu, wife Karren and daughter
Frances Lu, PRO Edge Lat, directors
Ronald Sison with sons Ray and Adrian
Sison, Justine Garcia, Iah Serna and
member Mark Ian Singson.
James brought along Canon
EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6 IS L lens with
Daystar Quark Chromosphere Ha Filter on
Nexstar mount ; Andrew with Skywatcher
80ED refractor on Vixen GP mount,
Christopher with his Celestron
Powerseeker 80mm f/11 refractor on CG2
mount, Mark with his Celestron C90 on
sturdy tripod.
They setup their telescope for solar
viewing late afternoon but bad weather
later prevented them to let the public
view night time objects like Moon , Jupiter
and Saturn due to cloudy skies and rain :
( They packup their equipment at around
7:45pm when rain started to pour.
Nevertheless, more than 50 people got to
view the Sun through Ha and White Light
wavelength. AR2672 Sunspot Group is
visible on the disk. Only small solar
prominences are visible that afternoon.

ALP in cooperation with SMBY and many

After the event, some ALPers had their
tradiitonal after event dinner at Terriyaki
Boy and ended it with a warm coffee
chat at Coffee Bean before going home.
Although the free public viewing event
was hampered by lots of clouds and
moderate drizzle, they were still happy to
at least share the beauty of the Sun to the

All images featured in the article are owned by the Astronomical League of the Philippines.
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Article:
Event:

Recommended
Books
Get
Together andAstronomy
Anniversary
Party
byBJohn
James
Ray
Kevin
Cabrera
Ty
Last September 10, Astronomical League of
the Philippines held its 14th anniversary party
at Alice Villa-Real's residence in Quezon
City. Members who were present were ALP
President James Kevin Ty and son Kendrick
Cole KC Ty, VP Jett Aguilar, Treasurer
Andrew Ian Chan , Secretary Christopher
Louie Lu with wife Karrena dn daughter
Frances Lu; Auditor Edgar Ang, PRO Edge
Lat, directors John Ray Cabrera, Iah Serna,
Peter Benedict Tubalinal, Justine Garcia ,
Ronald Sison with sons Adrian and Raj Sison ;
Renan Acosta, Adi Bontuyan. Alice VillaReal , Edwin Gatia, Michella Esparas,
Berenice Voila Chan, Arnel Campos, Per
Edman, Melsejoy Degala and hubby Eric
Villanueva Degala.
Meeting started at around 1:00pm with
Alice Villa-Real leading a prayer before start
of lunch. Numerous foods and drinks ere
serve on the party as it was a potluck lunch
so members were encouraged to bring
some foods to share with fellow ALPers.
Party ambience was great as members
used the opportunty to know each other as
well as have pleasant astro conversation as
well as sing karaoke to their heart's desire.
The meeting ended at around 8:30pm.
Happy 14th ALP Anniversary!

All images featured in the article are owned by
Astronomical League of the Philippines.
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What’s in a cassini space probe
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